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new and improved

- version 1.9
  - if you’re using a previous version
    - ... upgrade
- completely rewritten from scratch
  - speed, flexibility
- plugins
  - reports, imports, exports
- grader report
  - manual editing, calculations, weightings, etc.
reports

- views
  - grader
  - outcomes, overview, user
- import
  - CSV, XML
- export
  - excel, openoffice, CSV, XML
- publishing
grader report

- the main teacher view of the grades
- manual editing of grades
- override grades
- lock grades
- hide grades
- sort grades

let’s have a look
outcomes

- what are they?
- standard vs custom
- outcomes report

let’s have a look
aggregation

- mean of grades
- simple weighted mean
- weighted mean
- median of grades
- lowest grade
- highest grade
- sum of grades
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categories and items

› what are they?

› why use them?

let’s have a look
some examples

1. Standard example
2. Weighted Means
3. Calculated Course Totals
4. Footy Tipping
what’s new in 2.0

› general interface tidy up
  ‣ any suggestions
› new view reports
  ‣ animated grade statistics report
› not directly related
  ‣ conditional activities
  ‣ competency tracking
  ‣ course completion
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question time